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?????? ? ?????????? ????????????? ?? ????????
?? ?????? ?? ?????? ?????????? ?? ??????
????? ?????
???????? This survey report is a preliminary study to synthesize Goffman’s heuristic but not
research-based assupmtions of interaction ritual and social psychologists’ research-based stud-
ies on social annoyance which have not been always successful in understanding the nature of
ill-mannered behaviors in public places. As a first step, I conducted a survey of the opinions
of university students on social annoyaces in public in April and Septemper in 2008. In this
report, I examine some facters which might change the strength of indignation against social
annoyances or unpleasantness of them.
??? ??????social annoyance, interaction ritual
??????????????? No.?? ?????
????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
